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About This Software

TcNo TimeKeeper helps you shorten the time you spend editing a video by helping you remember exactly where you need to be
in the video. Stop spending time scrubbing hours of video, and work on a better final product. (This is NOT editing or recording

software, you still need those to record and edit videos as usual)

Who is this for?

 Livestreamers

 Podcasters

 Video creators (YouTube, Vimeo, etc.)

 Video editors (If the creator uses TcNo TimeKeeper)
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Features

Save storage space: If no times were noted before the end of the recording, you'll be presented with an automatic option to
delete files created after the recording started individually or altogether.

Controlled easily: Setting hotkeys correctly will allow seamless integration with any recording software.
Remote control from any WiFi and web-enabled device: Use a phone, tablet or even another PC to control the program.

This makes it perfect for those without direct access to a computer while recording, such as in a podcasting situation.

Compatible with every recorder and editing software

The program outputs times you record into a text file or .csv, for later use. If you don't edit your own work, send this as well as
whatever else you need to an editor and they can use the times. The program does not interact with recording or editing

software directly. You still need recording and editing software, this does not substitute either, it's purely another tool to help
speed up the editing process.

How do I use the program?

While recording content (on any device with any software), have TcNo TimeKeeper open. When something noteworthy occurs
that you or an editor needs to come back to in editing, press the hotkey you assigned to make a note of the time. When you or

someone else is editing the video, they know exactly where to go and don't have to spend hours scrubbing through video finding
good parts, missing hundreds on the way. Spending less time searching allows creators to create better final products.

The program is lightweight, and designed to run in the background, without interrupting the user; making it perfect for
Livestreamers, Podcasters and content creators alike to use it, without the audience even knowing.

Easy to understand

The program was created to be simple, and understandable by anyone. Once downloaded, set up the hotkeys you want, and if
possible set the start/stop recording hotkey to the same as your recording software, so they both start simultaneously. While

recording press the note keys to remember certain moments in the recording.

Does it work with X or Y recording/streaming software?

The program works independently from recording software. It doesn't matter what program you use to record, heck you can
even use hardware if you want. The program just suggests that you set the hotkeys to the same as your recording software for

ease of use, it doesn't matter what software you use at all. This works with any and all recording software. If however there are
issues, I'm always working on improving the program.

Does this program record or edit video? Will I still need recording/editing software?

No, TcNo TimeKeeper does NOT record, edit or interact with your video in any way. Yes, you will still need recording and
editing software for video creation, as usual. This program is here just to help you better know the footage you record so that
when you or an editor gets around to editing, they can simply skip to where they need to be and edit faster. When you use this

tool and make note of important events as you're recording, you'll be able to quickly find them in the hours of footage you
record. When you spend less time looking for good content in footage, you'll have more time to spend on polishing the final

video.
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tecno timekeeper

Happened upon this game somewhere before it was released, and I'm glad I did! Loved the graphics and the story. Some of the
puzzles were really difficult to solve, and the vibe is a bit weird in general (in a good way). Wished the game is lot longer.. My
tutorial\/review of CASE #8...
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=CklNDauVpfU

Good game, not as scary as I imagined. It needs a bit of work due to the crashing. The game is slow paced overall but once you
get to the scary stuff, you won't regret buying it.. Cannot play. Game loads, screen starts flickering like crazy, that is not
playable at all! (Win10 and my PC exceeds this game requirements).. DO NOT LIKE - DO NOT PLAY!. A cute little 8bit
game themed around Halloween. I don't think there are too many games that are actually based around the holiday of
Halloween. It's a standard platformer that gives you plenty of health so it's a little on the easy side. The pixel art is great! It gets
me in the Halloween spirit with all the different horror themed stages and monsters. It's pretty short, but for $2.99 it's well
worth the price tag. Plus, the developer intends to add another level or two.

Get this game if you want:
-A simple, short, and easy platformer with good pixel art and a quaint Halloween theme.

Don't get it if you're looking for:
-A really difficult and\/or long platformer or a game more oriented around actual "scary atmosphere" rather than just a simple
Halloween theme.
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This game gets boring very quickly.. Amazing song pack! Great tone, great charts! I love it :). I have now played this game for
about 25 hours. I know it has gotten mixed reviews, but I recommend it nonetheless. I am a life-long golfer and have also played
every PC iteration from Links to PGA Tour to the TW series.

Pros:
Great Graphics and visuals
Realism
Physics
Career mode
No crashes

Cons:
Dull announcer commentary..needed David Feherty
Ambient sounds almost non-existent
Chipping is a bit mysterious

All in all, I am still enjoying the game...... Most definitely!
Not many elements, but they are balanced almost flawlesly to create an engaging and deep game.. Amphora is a short, but
exceedingly beautiful puzzle-game. I bought it solely for its visual design, though the gameplay and overarching story were
fitting, welcome additions.

The game operates in a series of interactive scenes that follow the life events of the nameless female protagonist. In these
scenes, you complete anywhere from one to several actions to trigger an event. I had a bit of trouble figuring out the solutions to
a few scenes, but overall the puzzle portions are pretty simple. And I say simple, not boring. Later solutions can take a bit of
thinking though, a bit of ruminating on what exactly you're trying to do, and what kinds of options you have available to you
(you gain a few different skills as the scenes progress). Of course, there's always the "try it and see" approach, but I think most
things are better solved by careful observance. There are also multiple ways to complete the scenes.

Overall, the gameplay was fun, and sometimes challenging, but the best part of this game is the stunning visual design. The
sound design is also light, but effective.. This game is amazing and similar to rocket league. Solid mechanic gameplay as the
base and iteration based on that.

Main gameplay mechanics:

-Tons of momentum. You slide everywhere, so skillfull use of brake is huge and prediction of your momentum.
-Prediction of the ball bounces off walls.
-You slow down if you have the ball. If enemy bumps you, you lose ball. So you have to pass cause you slow down with the ball
-Mouse is direction of pass. WASD keys are direction of car. Takes getting used to.

Tons of different maps and racing minigames.

Amazing game and tons of fun. I'd probably pay up to 5$ for this. Maybe 10$ if the graphics were a bit more updated.. Nope.
Tried to at least get some enjoyment out of this but all the bosses I played are awful and the levels don't tend to be much better.

The controls are really stiff and the game expects rather precise platforming out of you on a few occasions, random difficulty
spikes in an otherwise kind of tame platforming game. A fair few of the levels are pretty tedious, to boot; one level I played had
me going back three times through the same area to move cubes around, with basically no danger, followed up by a relatively
dangerous two sections afterwards. That doesn't make a game harder, it just makes it more boring.

The bosses, though. The first one is... okay, if not a little broken. The second is basically chance, you have to jump early and
pray that you get the exact angle you need, and the boss is completely random so he can dodge out of the way of a successful
attack sometimes, or spend a lot of time using attacks where you can't fight back. The third, though... a loooong autoscroll that
only has real danger about a minute in, and then a moment that was as far as I got where you have to press a button and then go
BACKWARDS to grab a cube. At that level of failing to understand basic game design, I just up and quit. Not worth my time,
nor my money.
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The aesthetic is decent, though not that special, and the soundtrack is okay as well. But I was just not getting any enjoyment out
of this, even for the low price tag.

EDIT: I'm persistent as heck so I went and finished the game. It doesn't get better. There's a pure trial-and-error level that you
literally have to replay until you've memorized, a ton of really picky platforming bits combined with the game's awful auto-jump
and touchy engine, the final boss has a huge RNG element to it, a lot of levels go on too long for their own good, a few levels
have puzzles where failure means restarting after you've already gone through a platforming segment to get to the puzzles,
there's overly powerful rocket launchers eventually introduced, some wonky physics stuff with the booster panels, the falling
blocks are used horribly in some places, placed at the end of levels with tricky jumps where failure means a full restart... the list
just goes on and on, in only 50 levels + 5 bosses there are so many poor game design choices that I just couldn't wring any
enjoyment out of this whatsoever.
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